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All in the details
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It’s the little
things that can
make a big
difference. Cue
statement bags,
coats worn over
arm, casual
jewellery, and
accessories
including a
Vespa helmet
right out of The
Italian Job.

Street style

Logo jumpers,
sweatpants,
statement
sneakers, bold
jackets – sport
chic is the trend
that keeps on
giving and one
that shows no
signs of going
away. The trick
to pulling it off is
to make it look
as effortless
and un-styled
as possible...
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Puff piece
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Milan was awash
with quilted
jackets. These
functional
pieces – nothing
keeps you
quite as warm
when you’re
facing extreme
temperatures –
are enjoying a
fashion moment
with exaggerated
silhouettes ruling
the rue.

Blazin’ squad

As with
womenswear,
the blazer is a
style statement
for men that
never goes out
of fashion and
carries you
effortlessly from
day to night. We
love the retro take
on the streets of
Milan – pairing it
with everything
from corduroy
pants to leather
trousers.
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Retro revival
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Vintage is
back in all its
multifaceted
glory – with men
in Milan opting
for Seventiesstyle faux fur
coats worn
over suits; polo
necks tucked
into trousers;
corduroy jackets;
and wide-collar
unbuttoned
shirts.
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Knit- picking
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Knitwear was
everywhere in
Milan. From
patterned
cardigans worn
over polos to
full-on logo
sweaters; iconic
argyle to knits
worn over knits,
it’s a universally
flattering trend.

The all-rounder

If there is one
item that Grazia
never fails to
pack for Fashion
Week, it’s a
coat. Versatile,
contemporary,
and flexible
enough to be
styled up for
evening or
down for casual
presentations,
it’s a hero piece
that every
fashionista
needs.
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